
...the making of meaningfull things...



MANIFESTOMANIFESTO

 In pursuit of beauty ... a single brush stroke should suffice.
a building should be simple; yet provocative and dynamic.

a building should be an emotonal experience, move you
technology and program guide the process
a building defines the inhabitant’s  relationship to the world itself... 

the way it’s entered 
an existential reference

SPACE should embrace TECHNOLOGY, CULTURE, STYLE, NATURE and CONTEXT

space should...

pay homage to the site,
have respect for function,
embrace the natural and man made order,
be harmonious with nature and climate,
pay service to asthetic values.

e a r t h w o r l d  a r c h i t e c t s  a n d  i n t e r i o r s
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With our world becoming more and more global - virtual and less defined, the need for 
defining the “Heimat” has become greater than ever. Meaning has become more important 
than ever.  Falling Waters by Frank Lloyd Wright, built for the Kauffmann Family in the 20’s 
of the Twentieth Century, transcends the Physical to become Icons; to become “Meaning-
ful Things”. It epitomized progress without being Industrial...A symbol of Innovation whilst 
Acknowledging the Context without trying to Imitate or Assimilate. 

The wordplay is important as the “Industrial” refers to the systemization of technology. 
Falling Waters defined (at that stage) the difference between Building and Architecture. 
Today, however, Architecture is moving more and more towards the system; or architec-
ture’s critical relationship to the system within which it functions. The Complex Contextual 
Matrix of Fitting into the Global as well as the Neighbourhood has brought Architecture to 
a Cross Road. With Cities and Communities becoming Virtual the role of the Architect as 
“Place Maker” are changing. Identifying with certain culture, without actually or physically 
being at a certain location has become the norm. Gathering Meaning in Things (Heidegger) 
is becoming increasingly arbitrary.

Context - Physical (Global, Regional, National, Urban, Neighbourhood) have changes to 
associations rather than locations. Especially in a country with “Real Problems” this is more 
evident than anywhere else in the World. Buildings can have a much greater role than 
merely fulfilling a critical function. Every intervention must have maximum benefit on an 
Industrial, Social, Economic and most Important, Phenomenological level. Every opportu-
nity to build must be used as catalyst for chang e and up-liftment. Although the scale and 
field of impact may differ the general goal remains the same.

The question however, remains. Has the role of the Architect changed? - Are we becoming 
designers of systems, applying “technology”......... or do we create modern cathedrals, ........ 
structures that transcend reality.  Buildings that become Icons, Gathering Meaning rather 
than being machines. Buildings that becomes Central Figures in the Drama of Everyday Life. 

INTRODUCTION



r e s i d e n t i a l  a r c h i t e c t u r e



MEINTJIES KOP, PRETORIA
2000

HOUSE VISSER

The site is situated at the foot of the Northern hang of Meintjies Kop. A “Kopje” gaining prominence due to it’s 
southern hang providing the backdrop for the “Union Buildings”. Riviera is one of the oldest established suburbs 
in Pretoria and in the late 40’s, 50’s & 60’s Riviera developed as a young middle-income suburb giving young 
architects ample opportunity for innovation. Thus, largely due to the efforts of architects like Helmut Stauch, 
the suburb is strewn with examples of a style of architecture later defined as “the Transvaal School”, also called 
“the Third Vernacular”. The Clients stumbled upon an old run-down house, and it was perfect in the sense that it 
had a West entry with the longer boundary of a rectangular site, facing north. The client’s recent travels to the 
Middle-East and Mediterranean, sensitized them to the ancient worlds and the innovative building techniques long 
forgotten in the modern age of physical engineering and high-tech materials.

The brief was simple and fairly open-ended and it called for the design of a house with character, and where 
materials and the effective use thereof are prevalent. The couple had no children and the physical accommodation 
requirements were simple and it became evident that a single living space with separate bedroom and en-suite 
bathroom would suffice. The basic design parameters set was to design a shell suitable for future conversion and 
simple change as the requirements and lifestyle of the clients change. Partly, the unconventional construction, 
partly budget constraints, but largely due to the clients being close friends, the project offered the potential of 
becoming involved in the construction process, where detail design and development would only be complete 
on completion of the construction process. This approach would also give the clients ample opportunity to take 
ownership of the building by participating in and living with the creation process, so often seen by clients as a 
frustration rather than a phenomenological understanding of their being in this world.

The House is a basic construction of mass masonry, off-shutter concrete, glass walls and structural masonry barrel 
vault roofs. Unpainted plastered walls and basic granolith floors, highlighted by tinted patterns by the client’s wife. 
Apart from 2 internal doors to the Guest WC and the Bathroom (Sections remaining from the existing structure) 
the only internal door is a steel and glass door designed by the client’s wife. The general articulation of the space 
by natural light let into the main living space through heat-absorbing glass on the Western- and Easter Facades. 
The importance of light as articulation is regarded above the lighting and heating of space. 

The creation of outdoor rooms where the building has no front or back is further strengthened by a pivoting arched 
door leading to the south courtyard. The main entrance is through heavy, rusted steel doors on the western boundary 
of the site. Entering through the doors, you enter a landscaped courtyard with an immense “Koi-Pond” taking up 
almost 50% of the space. The Journey to the entrance makes the user aware of the mass of the building rather than the 
spatial qualities.

The basic volumes are simple rectangular shapes, almost 7.50m in height. The solids is only broken where a small 
door punctures the Northern Façade. Entering the main living area you become aware of the vast space covered 
by the membrane-like vault. The almost religious experience is enhanced by the simple way in which the building 
is lit. The character of the space is enhanced by the “Larger –than-life” stained glass figures tinting the space in 
indigo, red and magenta.  
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9   bedroom
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WATERKLOOF, PRETORIA
UNDER CONSTRUCTION

HOUSE FITZGERALD
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1   entrance stairs
2   entrance lobby
3   kitchen
4   dining
5   hallway/ library
6   studio
7   laundry/ pantry
8   storage
9   yard lobby
10 staff quarters
11 entertainment deck
12 lounge
13 patio
14 herb garden
15 yard
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4   double volume lounge
5   main bedroom
6   bedrooms
7   passage
8   swimming pool
9   landscape
10 existing house over
11 yard
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WATERKLOOF, PRETORIA
2006

HOUSE JOUBERT

Welcome to the ultimo dream pad for the footloose thirtysomething urban émigré, who values all the macho 
industrial chic that the city has to offer, but prefers the adult anonymity of green suburban life. Welcome to 
Boogie Nights and days dreaming out over the undulating blanket of garden forestry that unfolds from the 
heights of Waterkloof Ridge. 

Not only is this house the ultra plush zenith of a party destination, having hosted the most memorable beach 
party in Pretoria history (see entertainment box). Being the creation of a wide-eyed and willful design duo, 
it also pushes out the frontlines of contemporary concrete minimalism enough to qualify as something of a 
prototypical moment. 

But firstly there is the duo, which inhabits this multiple volume chunk of whim turned to concrete. Elaine 
Holzhausen is an environmental consultant and her fiancé, Werner Joubert, is a construction fiend, which 
goes some way towards explaining some of the more outlandish structural aspects of the house. He confesses 
that he saw building his own home as the perfect opportunity to set himself an obstacle course of technical 
feats – testing his own mettle on his own turf. Take for example, the sleek wooden staircase ascending 
from the open plan ground floor living area to the mezzanine with its suspended walkway between the 
two understatedly sexy bedroom wings. Generally, these kinds of steps are made of solid steel clad in an 
outer covering of wood. But Werner opted for one hundred percent solid wooden steps, with Misando wood 
sourced from Zambia, fitted directly into the walls in a technical feat of note. It simply had to be done.

Werner and architect Andre Eksteen, of Earthworld Architects, worked together to turn this dream of interior 
and exterior height and volume into a tangible reality. When the couple first chatted to Andre about designing 
their home, he was quick to announce: ‘I don’t do Tuscan.’ And that was enough to convince them that he 
was the man for the job. ‘This house is all about basic form, simple spaces and clean lines,’ says Andre. 
‘It’s a conceptually driven collection of walls closed up with planes of timber and glass.’ So clean are the 
lines of geometry in the house, the doors don’t even have frames. Frames would have been that one bit of 
fuss too much. 

‘Werner loves raw concrete, exposed steel, stone and concrete. He loves to use everything as naturally as 
possible  – to give buildings a timeless feel,’ says Elaine. ‘He’s an interior designer caught up in a construction 
guy’s body.’ The house may have taken several years to build and may still, according to Werner, be a 
something of a work in progress, but Elaine is far from complaining. ‘We use the whole house, and it’s such 
a peaceful place to be,’ she says, gazing out through a wall of customized sheer glass doors that extend the 
whole way up to the roof, about triple the height of the midget doors we generally accept as normal. Far from 
being your average little box on a hillside, this is a house to wake up the neighbours. And to be sure it has 
spawned something of a trend in Pretoria’s suburban architectural subculture. 

Entertainment Box
Elaine and Werner have done their fair share of dancing since they first met in a Pretoria nightclub about 10 
years ago. In fact, to celebrate their sassy union, they decided to throw a bit of a bash in the shell of their 
house before the roof was even up. Their engagement party in 2004 went down as the most decadent beach 
party in Pretoria history. They brought in seven truckloads of beach sand, a couple of flame throwers and a 
live DJ to spin LPS, while their guests danced the night away and luxuriated in the Jacuzzi until the first Loerie 
yawked its song into the light of dawn. ‘I don’t know how many phone calls we got after that party from girls 
who’d lost their earrings in the beach sand,’ laughs Elaine. These days they’re keen proponents of the slightly 
more low-key Saturday braai. Watching Rugby on the flatscreen TV in their slick underground bunker-style 
bar with ace acoustics takes the game to a whole new level and, instead of allowing their guests to starve 
until the braai is ready, they’ll always be sure to bake a loaf or two of homemade bread to serve with wine 
and snacks as the party warms up… 
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1   open patio
2   covered patio
3   pool
4   living area
5   gueast wc
6   en-suite bedroom
7   entrance
8   kitchen
9   fire place
10 dining room
11 pantry
12 scullery
13 balcony
14 double volume
15 main bedroom
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WATERKLOOF, PRETORIA
2010

HOUSE ZEEMAN

The scope of the project was simply the addition of a Main Bedroom (en-suite), Re-designing the 
Kitchen and adding an Outdoor Living Area. 

Even though it presented some major Functional Problems, charmed by this early 20th Century 
Baker School Residence, Daan & Liza Zeeman saw the potential and immediately purchased 
the property. Apart from some previous minor Alterations and the conversion of the old Service 
Entrance, on the West, into a Bathroom and the conversion of the Garage into a Guest Room, 
the house was in its original condition.

The major problem that presented itself was the isolated Kitchen that merely served as a 
Service Space in the back of the House. It was also cold with no Solar Access. For the clients, 
avid entertainers, this was the complete opposite of what they regarded the most important 
requirement for their new home. They made it very clear that they didn’t want to change the 
Existing Structure as it represented all they loved in terms of the lifestyle they got used to living 
in a Historic Home on a farm just outside Pretoria. A subtle re-interpretation was required. 

The basic scheme was to convert the existing Main Bedroom into a Kitchen, add a New Main 
Bedroom and a Veranda that would also become a unifying element linking the Old and 
New Structures.   

A “Floating Concrete Block” which does not touch the original Structure was added to become 
the Main Bedroom  (en-suite). Utilizing Frameless Glass Walls reduced the materiality of the 
links to the existing structure. 

The Site was sub-divided in the eighties leaving little “Breathing Space” for the building. Corners 
were opened up to enhance the Link to the Outside, thus realizing the Latent potential of the 
Garden to become an Extension of  the home. A Timber Veranda, slightly overlapping the Existing 
Structure was bolted to the Existing Structure and projects into the Garden, drawing in the 
Natural Landscape. 

The timeless quality of the building is further enhanced by the honest use of natural materials. 
Standard lengths of Laminated Saligna, bolted together, minimized waste and improved 
recyclability.  The “Bedroom Box” cast with self-compacting Concrete (providing an extremely 
smooth finish) reduce maintenance considerably.  

The subtle, yet contemporary intervention will enhance the timeless quality of a beautiful 
structure whilst providing the much needed existential interface the Clients required.
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1   new on suite bedroom
2   courtyard
3   existing bathroom
4   existing store
5   existing bedroom
6   existing garage
7   new bathroom
8   new lobby
9   new scullery
10 new kitchen
11 existing dining room
12 existing living room
13 existing lounge
14 existing patio
15 existing lobby
16 existing passage
17 new verandah
18 new pool
19 new stair
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HOUSE ZEEMAN
WATERKLOOF, PRETORIA
2010
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BOTSWANA
2002

HOUSE BEUKES
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MUCKLENEUK, PRETORIA
2010

BOTHA APARTMENTS

Located at the top of Muckleneuk Hill, and just a stone’s throw away from the famous Telkom 
Tower, this concrete home takes good advantage of an absolutely spectacular view. Originally 
built by an engineer, the redevelopment of a basic 3 storey, 9 square grid structure entailed the 
addition of bedrooms & the conversion of existing rooms into flexible spaces for various uses. 

The steep site allows the new house to drop 4 storeys down to the North. From street level 
only the top of the stair foyer (with the garage) is visible as an entrance. At your arrival, the 
transparent street-face & frameless glass front door is solidly framed in an off-shutter concrete 
shell, and exhibits the entire Pretoria as an impressive backdrop. Drawing in the expansive views 
of Pretoria, the house becomes part of the city and not just a spectator on the hill. The prominent 
stairwell formalises the vertical circulation between levels in a way that is reminiscent of urban 
living, but does so with a special air of excitement through the play of light onto steel & timber.

The brief called for a robust design that allows for flexible living. Going down, the house is 
divided into 3 liveable levels, each with it’s own character that is defined by each levels specific 
functionality. The lowest level is utilized for informal entertainment, middle level for intimate 
dining, & the top level for living. The robust planning allows for a long life cycle of the building 
& becomes very a sustainable approach in the long run.

Wrap-around balconies are articulated with horizontal slatted balustrades & vertical steel 
latticework. This ‘light’ tectonic treatment becomes a clever permeation for the flow of the 
outside view into the otherwise isolated high level living spaces. At the bottom floor, the livings 
space spills out onto a landscaped garden & swimming pool. From the pool looking back to the 
4 storey northern facade, there is a playfulness in the way that horizontal & vertical lines are 
juxtaposed to one another to become nicely proportioned subdivisions of a bigger whole.

In summary, this building can be described as a responsive & responsible contemporary 
architecture.
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GIFT ACRES, PRETORIA
2006

GIFT ACRES | HOUSE VAN DER HOFF

Located on a very small stand (390 square meter) in a brand new estate just off Lynnwood road, 
east of the N1highway, this new house sets the benchmark for the other homes to come. 

Simple horizontal & vertical lines meet up to form planes with easy proportions. Its an 
unambiguous effort to start up this estate’s mini urban context on a solid & respectable footing. 

The home is designed with the kitchen & dining room space as the focal point, forming the core 
around which planning, circulation and spacial excitement is created. This double volume space 
is framed on one side with a catwalk linking the main bedroom with the two other bedrooms, 
and also links up with a mezzanine study level overlooking the dining. 

The circulation on ground floor level is achieved with linked spaces that are simply aligned, but is 
energized with the use of changing floor levels that respects the natural fall of the site. This gives 
transition from one space to another a rather animated excitement.

Two bedrooms with open en-suite bathrooms on the first floor open up to a beautiful view to 
the north.

The mostly unfinished materials are reflective off their true character. Off-shutter concrete, field 
stone, and varnished steel floated screed are used in contrast in order to complement shade & 
texture.





GIFT ACRES, PRETORIA
2007

GIFT ACRES | HOUSE VAN DER HOFF

Located on a very small stand (390 square meter) in a brand new estate just off Lynnwood road, 
east of the N1highway, this new house sets the benchmark for the other homes to come. 

Simple horizontal & vertical lines meet up to form planes with easy proportions. Its an 
unambiguous effort to start up this estate’s mini urban context on a solid & respectable footing. 

The home is designed with the kitchen & dining room space as the focal point, forming the core 
around which planning, circulation and spacial excitement is created. This double volume space 
is framed on one side with a catwalk linking the main bedroom with the two other bedrooms, 
and also links up with a mezzanine study level overlooking the dining. 

The circulation on ground floor level is achieved with linked spaces that are simply aligned, but is 
energized with the use of changing floor levels that respects the natural fall of the site. This gives 
transition from one space to another a rather animated excitement.

Two bedrooms with open en-suite bathrooms on the first floor open up to a beautiful view to 
the north.

The mostly unfinished materials are reflective off their true character. Off-shutter concrete, field 
stone, and varnished steel floated screed are used in contrast in order to complement shade & 
texture.





PRETORIA
2000

HOUSE COETZER

Located in Mooikloof Residential estate where a large variety of different architectural styles 
have proliferated such as Boere Spaans, Variant of Tuscan Architecture, and Neo Classical and 
Neo Baroque Styles. To their credit the clients, a young professional couple, requested a natural 
and earthbound expression of dwelling rather than a self-conscious reference to style or Modern 
Formalism. 

The house was completed over the last 8 years in three stages. The initial project completed in 
April 2001 comprised of 221 sqm house. “The initial compact house engages logically with the 
corner aspect of the site.  Essentially following the pavilion typology of a freestanding object in 
space, the L-shape of the plan nevertheless allows for the definition of varied spatial experiences 
around the building. The more public domain of the living/dining and kitchen area constitutes 
the northern wing, with the more private spaces of the sleeping quarters creating the shorter 
east wing. This effectively creates a courtyard space on the southern side of the building that 
becomes a more intimate and protected space, which mediates between the natural landscape 
and the synthetic interior.  Double height windows manipulate selected views between in and 
outside, while hinting at function and scale of the northeastern views, with large doors extending 
the space to include the terrace protected by a suspended steel and timber sapling structure”.1

In 2004 an additional 143sqm was added. These comprised the out building and the 25m lap/ 
swimming pool and swimming pool terrace. As per the initial brief a simple brick structure with 
light floating steel roof was added. A single storey elongated building in the landscape complete 
the building complex at that time. 

In 2008 the rest of the complex were completed with the addition of the western wing. With 
this addition the main courtyard was enclosed to the west. The programme comprised of a new 
covered veranda, a living room and a Television room on ground floor level. Three new bedrooms 
were added on the first floor, one being the main suite. Essentially the same finishes were utilized 
in the construction, with the addition of more of-shutter concrete work. The windows of the 
bedroom were orientated to face directly north, were-by ensuring a more effective winter solar 
access and by eluding direct summer gain. In essence the western façade is subtle play of red 
brick, bagged brick and of-shutter concrete finishes. The other finishes remain robust with simple 
sealed cement screed floors, bagged masonry walls and gypsum board ceilings.  Simple and 
familiar materials are elevated through good design, recognizing the importance of disciplined 
proportioning an appropriate use of local craft skills.  

Influenced by a critical awareness of regional concern, local materials and building techniques 
are used in a manner that challenges existing methodologies, siting of building and response to 
climate.  These influences extend to include both the expressive work of a younger generation 
of local architects like Ora Joubert and Derick de Bruyn, as well as the materiality and geometric 
discipline of Jooste and Eaton buildings.





BROOKLYN, PRETORIA ? LYNNWOOD
2006

HOUSE PRINCE

When Thomas and Tanya Prins commissioned André Eksteen in 1998 to do alterations to 
a new home purchased in Lynnwood Pretoria the brief was clear and simple. Convert the 
“train” (referring to the typical homes built in Lynnwood in the 1970’s; the hallway with rooms 
on the North and Bathrooms on the South) into a Contemporary Home accommodating the 
growing family 

Earthworld was commissioned in 2007 to review the original scheme and to convert the existing 
house into a Contemporary Living Space accommodating the 6-pack Prins Family.

Conceptually the building can be viewed as a modern “Farm House”. Lynnwoods’ Compulsory 
27° Tiled Roof Title Deed Restrictions turned out to be a very prominent catalyst in the design 
process. We opted for an Exposed Timber Roof structure raised from the Concrete Ring-beams to 
achieve a “floating roof” conceptually enhancing the indoor/outdoor spatial link.

Natural materials – Timber, Clay Face Bricks, Terra-Cotta Tiles all add to the “rustic” quality of 
the building.  The quality of the building also lies in the vast amount of detailing that was 
required to ensure proper integration of the additions with the existing structure. This detailing 
was continued through to the Kitchen Cupboards, Room Dividers and Built-in Furniture, which 
became a design exercise within itself. Doors and Windows were carefully detailed to integrate 
with Built-in Furniture and to enhance the spatial link between the inside & outside. 

The roof Construction, Balconies and Pergolas were all meticulously detailed to ensure a refined 
product.  Some mechanical engineering was required to execute a sliding timber deck to cover 
the large pool. 
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HOUSE PREUSSLER





BROOKLYN, PRETORIA
2002

HOUSE VAN AARDE





GIFT ACRES, PRETORIA
2010

HOUSE LUDDICK (SOLAR HOUSE)
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HOUSE FERREIRA
MOOIKLOOF, PRETORIA
2005





IN PROGRESS
SILVERLAKES, PRETORIA

HOUSE GAUCHE

House for a Radiologist_

The site was one of the last open stands in one of the oldest residential Golf Estates in Pretoria; Silver Lakes. 

Known for it’s abundance of Pretoria Tuscan it didn’t surprise me that no attempt to build on the site was 

made to date. With generous amounts of Indigenous Aloes and two prominent Rocky Outcrops, one in 

the east and the other fairly close to the street on the western side of the Property, it posed some serious 

challenges in terms of siting the building without destroying the vegetation and incurring huge costs to 

accommodate a conventional structure.

Besides the basic Ancillary Facilities, the client’s brief was clear; 4 bedrooms (En-suite), Study, Open Plan 

Living, Dining, Kitchen and Family Room and..... The structure must be Concrete.

From the onset it was obvious to limit any disturbance to the Site, using the two rocky outcrops as the only 

places where the building may touch the Site. A palette of Steel, Glass and Concrete was chosen. The Building 

comprises two Concrete Blocks on top of each other, one perpendicular to the other. The house would bridge 

between the two outcrops and be positioned carefully between some prominent Karee en Appelblaar trees.  

The Trees, being the prominent features experienced whilst moving through the Building, also form the 

special borders of the Residence.

The house barely touch the ground with the only 2 access points, via two staircases, contrasting in Character, 

also floating just above the natural ground level.

The Residence House is equipped with a Solar Hot Water System with integrated Intelligent Controls and 

permanent, Solar Powered Circulation, to ensure energy efficient Water heating. Double glazing to curb heat 

gain/loss were also introduced to reduce energy loss by reducing the need for  Active Heating and Cooling.

Projetc Team: 

Architects: Andre Eksteen , Cynthia Nkosi, Jacques Verster

Structural Engineer: Rudi Opperman 
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HOUSE GAUCHE





WATERKLOOF, PRETORIA
2000

HOUSE BODARD
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LYNNWOOD, PRETORIA
2009

ALPINE GUEST HOUSE

HIP HOTEL- A cool attitude

When you turn off the N1 highway onto Atterbury Road and the hustle and bustle of eastern Pretoria’s busy 
arterial, the last thing you expect to see right in front of your eyes, is the hippest hotel in Gauteng. But it’s 
there and it’s unmissable. A cluster of Eduardo Villa-style white steel “trees” welcome you and line the watery 
path to the entrance of this thoroughly modern establishment. And here’s where you disappear into the coolest 
spot in Pretoria.

The concept of Attitude Hotel was dreamt up by owner Charmaine Freyer. With a love for art, local design and 
everything African, she wanted to create a boutique hotel that was a little piece of Africa, but revisited through 
intensely modern lines and contemporary art and design. The team that helped her to realise these dreams 
came from Earthworld Architects in Pretoria and its chief architect Andre Eksteen who was responsible for those 
striking white “trees” at the entrance.

But it was in Earthworld interior designer, Sandra Bodard, that Charmaine found a kindred spirit and together the 
two women set about creating the uniquely cool and chic South African mood of Attitude Hotel. Charmaine’s 
only brief to Sandra was the hotel should be fun and South African. Sandra took a tour of Charmaine’s existing 
business, a self-catering hotel next door, and soon realised that her client had a fair amount of style and design 
experience herself. But Charmaine insisted that two heads were better than one and the two have formed a 
charming bond that is likely to lead to bigger things. From the outset, it was part of Charmaine’s plan to create 
a hotel that was totally different to anything that she had seen before. The idea was also a marketing strategy, 
believing correctly that if she spent her money on creating something original, the hotel would sell itself and 
she wouldn’t have to spend it on advertising!

The basic design palette of Attitude Hotel is very neutral. Working with Rudolph and Van Vuuren tiles, Sandra and 
Charmaine started by selecting a very large, almost cement-coloured tile for the reception and entertainment 
areas. Elsewhere in the hotel, everything from leather tiles to glass have been used, but more about that later. 
Both were intent on creating a very strong foundation to the design of the hotel, thereby ensuring that if 
and when they tired of the current colour and objects, it would be uncomplicated to remove and update the 
trimmings. When it came to choosing a colour, both loved the idea of acid yellow. It’s very now but also a little 
edgy. It was the cut-out picture of a giant street scene that Charmaine bought at the Pretoria University year-
end exhibition, which set the tone for the rest of the lounge and bar area. Young artist Audrey Anderson (Magpie 
Gallery, Pretoria. had already contributed two big artworks and was then commissioned to cut out a design on 
the light bar too.

Upstairs, seven rooms have been individually decorated to take the visitors on a tour of great South African 
art and design. Charmaine took her original inspiration from Sol Kerzner’s One and Only Le Touessrok Hotel 
in Mauritius where the beds stood proudly in the centre of the room, with the bathroom discreetly in the 
background. Themes such as leather, nature, glass and pebbles lend the hotel a distinctly natural and organic air. 
But the extremely modern design shows that green need never be dull and brilliant touches of art and design 
lift the hotel into the extraordinary category.

Credits: Visi: Photographs by Dook Production by Annemarie Meintjes,  Words by Jacqueline Myburgh Chemaly.




